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Executive Summary

Pele Mountain Resources commissioned EHW Geoscience Consultants (EHW) to determine 
structural controls on gold mineralisation within a series of prospects adjacent to the Ardeen Mine, in 
NW Ontario.

This study was to enable more efficient drill targeting and also more accurate resource definition.

Gold is hosted within faults. There are two main zones of gold-bearing faults; the Pele-Ardeen faults 
and the Fisher faults.

The Pele-Ardeen faults. The concentration of gold increases where these faults curve in strike from 
0700 towards 0500, i.e. the trace of the fault curves to the left (see Fig. A). These bends are commonly 
noted as good structural traps for gold mineralisation.

The Fisher faults. Gold is hosted within steeply dipping auriferous veins along sinistral strike-slip 
segments and within shallowly dipping auriferous quartz veins associated with "thrusts" (Fig.A). The 
highly segmented nature of these faults makes interpretation and correlation of Au assay data from 
drill-core very difficult.

Recommendations

Drill the 9 holes that have been outlined in Fig.A. These holes are designed to intersect 
mineralisation that has been delineated from previous drilling or surface sampling.

^Statistical analysis and contouring of the existing soil geochemistry data to outline shapes 
of anomalous gold concentrations.

The drilling data and geochemical data already collected should be entered into a data 
management system that can allow the 3 [D] geometry of the geology and mineralised 
system to be visualised. With such a system, new drilling orientations and targets will 
become obvious and the drilling budget can be spent in a more efficient, cost effective 
manner. The new data that is collected during the coming drilling season should be added 
to this new database. The aim should be to create a 3 [D] geological tool to analyse new 
drilling results and develop a rigorous 3 [D] resource model for existing and new ore 

toffies.

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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1. Background and Brief

L l Background to project and nature of the brief

Pele Mountain Resources are currently undertaking a gold exploration program in the Moss Lake 
region of N.W. Ontario. They commissioned EHW to undertake structural mapping of the prospect in 
order to assess which of the high grade mineralisation zones delineated from surface sampling and 
drilling are likely to yield an ore body with sufficient width and continuity to be mined.

At the end of the mapping phase of the project, Peter Dimmell, Director of Pele Mountain Resources, 
requested:

* a series of exploration targets for the region;

* the outline of a drilling program that might adequately test the presence, and also the potential 
continuity, of high grade mineralisation; and

* suggestions for future directions of exploration.

1.2 Work program

The work program included 14 days mapping and analysis of drill core at the Pele Mountain 
prospects.

The original scope provided 8 days for report writing. However, time constraints reduced this period
to 5 days. The following concepts have therefore not been discussed in any detail:

-vf -

* Structural timing of mineralisation.

* Influence of fault kinematics on the location of ore.

* Fault and fabric textures associated with mineralisation.

In discussion with Peter Dimmell, it was agreed that plans and diagrams were not to be computer 
drafted but to be presented as rough drafts.

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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1.3 Project team

This project was undertaken by Dr David Harris in conjunction with Fred Archibald, Jim Reeves and 
Jim Richards of Sonic Soil. Peter Dimmell, a Director of Pele Mountain Resources, contributed with 
discussion and advice about the geology of the Pele prospect. The team of Newfoundlanders who 
work for Sonic Soil are thanked for their company and good humour during mapping and Mary is 
thanked for her wonderful cooking.

2. Program Results

This section is split in two parts:

* A brief overview of the mineralised system at Pele Mountain.

* Discussion of features in field-photographs (P l -7 and F l -7).

2. l Overview of the mineralised system at Pele Mountain

Gold mineralisation is hosted within faults. Two gold-bearing fault "corridors" have been identified 
and their sense of movement during mineralisation defined. These fault corridors are:

* The Fisher Fault and Fisher North fault system (Fig.A, B). These faults outcrop in the Fisher 
trenches and Trenches'1-3. They are high angle reverse faults (loosely termed "thrusts") 
segmented by sinistral strike-slip faults.

* The Pele-Ardeen faults (Fig.A,B). The Ardeen Fault hosts the Ardeen Mine and can be traced 
across the concession from NE to SW. The Pele Fault has been stripped and trenched between 
the McKellar pits and the Pele West region. This fault contains ore where it bends in strike 
from 0700 to OSO0 (bends to the left in strike).

Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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2.1.1 The Fisher Fault and Fisher North fault system

The Fisher Fault is characterised by a 10cm-2m wide zone of intense cataclastic fabric (F2, F3) that 
cross-cuts and overprints the main regional tectonic fabric that is present within footwall and 
hangingwall. Cataclastic textures occur in rocks that have been broken and granulated by the action of 
severe mechanical stress within fault zones.

The fault is divided into a series of segments:

* NE-trending faults that are sub-veitical and sub-parallel to the regional tectonic fabric 
in footwall and hanging wall. The cataclastic fabric within these faults contain "clots" or 
"enclaves" of chlorite that are ellipsoidal. The long-axis of the ellipsoid is sub-horizontal, 
suggesting the general sense of movement on the fault (or the "kinematics") is strike-slip. The 
gold is contained within steeply-dipping auriferous quartz veins that cross-cut and are 
deformed by the cataclastic fabric. The quartz veins are therefore, determined to have been 
emplaced during the strike-slip deformation that caused the cataclasis. The quartz wins 
develop at minor bends in the trace of the strike-slip fault and have a geometry that suggests 
that they were emplaced through sinistral (left-handed) motion (F5 and Fig.C).

* E trending segments that dip steeply to the west and are oblique to the regional tectonic 
fabric in hangingwall and footwall. These faults have steeply plunging slickenlines that 
suggest they are dip-slip faults, either high angle reverse faults or high angle normal faults. 
The gold is associated with flat-dipping quartz veins in the footwall and hangingwall of the 
faults and also with quartz within the fault plane that has experienced considerable cataclasis. 
Flat, quartz veins are associated with shortening deformations and suggest that these long 
fault-segments must be high angle reverse faults, loosely termed here "thrusts".

The Fisher Fault is characterised by long, foliation-oblique "thrusts" and short foliation-parallel 
strike-slip faults. The Fisher North fault system is characterised by long foliation parallel strike-slip 
faults and short foliation oblique thrusts. Highly segmented fault systems provide scope for large 
numbers of small, discontinuous high grade ore zones. These high grade zones will have a very 
variable geometry. The "thrusts" will produce flat-dipping veins whereas the strike-slip faults will 
produce steeply-dipping veins (Fig.C).

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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The study found that the trace of high grade mineralisation in the Fisher North fault system curves. 
This curve is parallel to the surface trace of the regional foliation (Fig.B). This suggests that the ore- 
bearing faults curve to follow the foliation. The reason for this is that the foliation represented a 
significant plane of weakness that was easily reactivated during the deformation phase that introduced 
gold.

2.7.2 The Pele-Ardeen Faults

The following section is restricted to descriptions and analysis of the Pele Fault because this fault has 
been trenched. The Ardeen Fault has not been trenched but the close proximity of this fault to the Pele 
Fault suggests that it probably exhibits many of the same characteristics.

The Pele Fault is characterised by an intense metamorphic fabric. These types of fabrics are 
developed within faults that have experienced significant amounts of strain and displacement at 
elevated geological pressures and temperatures. The Pele Fault metamorphic fabrics are generally 
continuous and coherent and thus do not exhibit the breakage, granulation and brecciation that are 
characteristic of the Fisher faults.

The Pele Fault fabrics generally dip moderately to steeply to the north and strike between E-W and 
NE-SW. They contain a.strong lineation that plunges shallowly to the W (Pl,2). The Pele Fault is 
therefore defined as a ductile strike-slip fault. The geometry of quartz veins that are wrapped and 
deformed by the fault-fabric indicate a sinistral sense of strike-slip (P4,5). The Pele Fault varies irom 
1-1 Om in width, although high grade intersections within the fault tend to be no more than l.5m in 
width.

High gold grades are not common in the ENE striking parts of the fault. However, high 

gold grades are common where the fault bends into a more NE-SW trending orientation. 

In plan view, this change in trend is observed as a turn to the left in the trace of the fault. 

Left-turns in the trace of sinistral strike-slip faults are particularly good sites for 

"dilation" and enhanced fluid flow and are commonly recognised as excellent structural 

traps for gold.____________________________________________

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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In the Pele Fault east there are large concentrations of gold in quartz veins. These quartz veins are 
commonly intensely deformed by the fault-zone fabric suggesting that they pre-date much of the 
displacement within the fault. It is therefore likely that the quartz veins pre-date much of the gold 
mineralisation within the fault. The quartz veins are excellent hosts for gold because they are likely to 
crack and brecciate during deformation within the Pele Fault and they will therefore become 
permeable, to the auriferous fluid. The ductile fabrics that surround and deform the vein are noticeably 
less permeable and will therefore experience much less auriferous fluid flow and consequently will be 
less likely to contain high concentrations of gold. This suggests that robust or stiff units within the 
fault, such as quartz veins or porphyry or coarse grained gabbro will be good hosts for high grade 
gold.

2.2 Discussion of photos

PI, P2 and P3 are taken within the Pele Fault west. PI and P2 show a sub-horizontal quartz stretching 
lineation within the Pele fault-fabrics. This suggests that the Pele Fault behaved as a strike-slip fault 
during mineralisation. P3 shows a deformed quartz vein that is wrapped by the fabric which contains 
the shallow stretching lineation. The amount of gold in the vein is unknown but it is expected to have 
higher grades of mineralisation than the surrounding rock. This is because during the intense ductile 
deformation the quartz vein will have behaved as a "stiff" unit, i.e. a unit that cracks rather than 
flows. The cracking means that the quartz veins will be more permeable to auriferous fluids.

P4 and P5 are from the Pele Fault near its intersection with the Ardeen Fault. These quartz veins are 
asymmetric and cut by discrete shears that have a right-handed sense of shear. This type of structure is 
commonly attributed to "back rotation" within the shear zone. Paradoxically, the dextral faults 
indicate that the shear zone has an overall sinistral sense of displacement. The fabrics that wrap the 
quartz pods contains a shallowly-plunging stretching lineation (see PI and P2) suggesting that the 
Pele Fault is a sinistral strike-slip fault.

P6 and P7. Rather blurred and hazy photos of the ore zones in the Pele Fault. The ore zones contain 
an intense ductile fabric that is associated with abundant sulphides. The sulphides are aligned within 
the fabric suggesting that mineralisation was pre or syn-fabric development. The mineralisation is 
deduced to be syn- and not pre-deformation because it is restricted only to the narrow zones of intense 
ductile fabric development.

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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FI of a glaciated pavement shows aligned pillows. The alignment is due to the regional ductile 
strains. The Fisher faults overprint these aligned pillows and cause brecciation and "granulation". F2 
is an example of this overprinting deformation that was taken c. l m to the right of FI. The gold is 
within the deformed quartz vein in the centre right of the picture.

F3 is a close up of the Fisher Fault in the Fisher trenches. There is an intense cataclastic fabric c. 1m 
across. F4 is a photo of the Fisher trench looking to the east. The Fisher Fault is outlined in black. 
Note how the Fisher Fault bends in orientation. In the fore-ground the fault is sub-parallel to foliation 
and is a strike-slip fault. The fault bends to the right in the mid-ground and cuts obliquely across the 
foliation and is a high angle reverse fault. F5 shows this type of segmentation on a small scale. The 
fault turns to the left; from, highly oblique to foliation to sub-parallel with foliation. At the left turn 
there is a quartz vein with ^ g/t Au. This relationship is the reason why gold grades are so "spotty" 
in the Fisher faults. The segmentation provides a large number of small high grade zones.

F6 and F7 are photos of the ore zones from core. The auriferous quartz veins are surrounded by pale 
green "bleached" rock that is distinct from the rest of the core which is dark green. The "bleached" 
zone is interpreted as alteration related to fluid flow within and surrounding the quartz vein during 
mineralisation.

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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3. Conclusions and Recommendations

The main product of the project is a map that integrates drilling with magnetics, surface mapping and 
sampling. This study identified a fault network that is much greater in extent than just the 4 main 
faults that have been focussed upon. These newly-defined faults are part of the "Pele-Ardeen" fault 
system. It is not yet known how many of these faults were active during mineralisation. Targets have 
been generated and ranked using a Bayesian probability analysis (Appendix 1).

Gold mineralisation is hosted within faults

The Pele fault; a sinistral strike-slip structure that has been stripped and trenched between the 
McKellar pits and the Pele West region. This fault contains ore where it bends in strike from 0700 
toward 0500 (bends left in strike). These sites represent "releasing bends".

The Ardeen Fault; the Ardeen mine is situated within this fault where it bends to the left. This fault 
is likely to be a sinistral strike-slip fault, similar to the Pele Fault.

The Fisher Fault and Fisher North fault system. These faults outcrop in the Fisher trenches and 
Trenches 1-3. They are high angle reverse faults (loosely termed "thrusts") segmented by sinistral 
strike-slip faults. A diagram is supplied to show ore-bearing habitats associated with these faults 
(Fig.C). S.'~--t-^ i ' - ' ' ~"

Perfect conditions for development of an ore body in the Pele-Ardeen faults is a left-bend in the strike 
of a continuous sinistral strike-slip fault that was active during mineralisation.

The Bayesian analysis (see Appendix 1) uses four criteria:

1. identification of a fault that was active during mineralisation

2. good continuity of fault/mineralisation

3. left turn in the trace of the fault

4. lack of exposure

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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CRITERIA

Prospect
Overall

Score

Pele West

Ardeen

Fisher North

Fisher

Pele

Pele

Pele

South

West#l

Central

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.

0.

0.

90

50

50

0.99

0.95

0.70

0.90

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.99

0.95

0.95

0.50

0.80

0.99

0.80

0.90

0.90

0.80

0.80

0.90

0.85

0.80

0

0

0

0

.87

.68

53

36

0.32

0.21

0 16

The Fisher and Fisher North targets score lower marks than the Pele-Ardeen fault targets. The 
orientation of these faults is not "ideal" to the regional strike-slip deformation which is why they are 
segmented and discontinuous thmst/strike-slip structures.

Pele West sits in a region where the regional strike of foliation and lithological units bend to the left 
in plan view. The gold bearing faults are likely to follow stratigraphy/foliation and will also bend to 
the left. At the time of writing, mapping and assay results from the Pele West trench are encouraging. 
Therefore this region should be a focus for any forthcoming drilling.

1 X

The Ardeen Fault has so far received very little drilling. However, this fault is the only structure in the 
region to have hosted a gold mine. This fault should be tested east of the mine area where a left bead 
has been interpreted.

The integration of drilling data from Trenches 1-3 shows that the >lg/t Au zones curve.to the left. 
This curve is broadly sub-parallel with a curve in the trend of the main foliation in the area. Drilling 
should be reorientated to reflect this curve in the trace of mineralisation. In a few places, the existing 
drill-holes are sub-parallel to the trend of the foliation and the trace of the mineralisation. The highly 
segmented fault system in this area makes drilling difficult. Drilling should aim to hit mineralised

EHW Geoscience Consultants Ltd
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faults (XXlg/t Au) and not ore-bearing intersections. Mineralised faults are likely to turn into ore 
bearing faults along-strike. ** -*"

The Fisher Fault is open to the east and needs to be tested. 

List of drill-holes (see Fig. A for location).

# l 300m @450 toward c.3100.

#2 300m @45 0 toward c. 1300.

#3 350m @450 towards c.3100.

#4 150m @450 towards c.2900

#5 150m @450 towards c. 2900

#6 150m @450 towards c. 2900

#7 200m @45 0 towards c.0800

#8 150m @450 towards c.3100

#9 300m @450 towards c.2000

Prime Recommendation

The drilling data and geochemical data already collected should be entered into a data 
management system that can allow the 3 [D] geometry of the geology and mineralised 
system to be visualised. With such a system, new drilling orientations and targets will 
become obvious and the drilling budget can be spent in a more efficient, cost effective 
manner. The new data that is collected during the coming drilling season should be added 
to this new database. The aim should be to create a 3 [D] geological tool to analyse new 
drilling results and develop a rigorous 3 [D] resource model for existing and new ore 

bodies.

EH W Geoscience Consultants Ltd l J
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APPENDIX I

PAPER ON ESTIMATION OF SUCCESS PROBABILITIES 

(BAYESIAN PROBABILITY ANALYSIS)
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DISCUSSION PAPER:

Managing Uncertainty in Assessing Exploration Proposals

1. Introduction

This ' discussion paper provides a 
background to a methodology for 
estimating relative probabilities for 
geologic targets at the inter-prospect and 
area selection levels. The methodology 
used is based on an established Bayesian 
procedure, which is widely used in 
petroleum exploration, project engineering 
and in socio-political risk analysis (e.g. 
Granger Morgan and Henrion, 1990).

The minerals industry has traditionally used 
totally subjective, or, ostensibly more- 
rigorous, ranking approaches to defining 
relative priorities for targets. These

t

methods are basically flawed because of an 
over dependence on second-order model 
criteria, and an improper additive treatment 
of what are essentially probability estimates 
on second or even third order criteria.

The probability approach developed here:

* is simple to apply
* provides a semi-quantitative but 

mathematically sound
* method of determining relative 

probabilities and priorities
* introduces a discipline into the 

review of all available data 
focuses on first order modelling 
criteria identifies key factors 
which may

be addressed to define needs for 
additional data acquisition 

* may quantify the acceptance and 
valuation decisions concerning 
defined risk in drilling

The Bayesian method is based upon 
subjective assignment of probabilities to

if

key, well-defined model criteria. It is the 
methodology used by the petroleum 
industry to assess 'play1 probabilities (e.g. 
Bumett. 1994) and is equally applicable for 
mineral exploration provided that a 
property defined first order model is first 
established. The method is also used in 
resource assessment and land use planning 
by USGS.

Most importantly, the method calls for the 
proper use of geologic skills and 
judgement in the decision process.

To quote Whitney and Whitney (in 
Investment and Risk Analysis in the 
Minerals Industry),

" Casting judgement in a probabilistic 
context is viewed by many in the industry as 
being of questionable value. However every 
time a decision is made, a subjective 
judgement as to the probability of success 
accompanies that decision. The exercise of 
attempting to determine the chances of 
success sharpens the decision process".
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2. Why do we need to deal with 
uncertainty?

This is best summed as follows, quoting 
directly from Granger Morgan and 
Henrion(op cit.)

1. A central purpose ( of policy 
research and analysis) is to help identify 
the important factors and sources of 
disagreement in a problem and to help 
anticipate the unexpected. An explicit 
treatment of uncertainty forces us to think 
more carefully about such maners, helps us 
to identify which factors are most and least 
important, and helps us plan for 
contingencies or hedge our bets.

2. Increasingly w'e must rely on experts 
(in-house or out-house) when we make 
decisions, li is often hard to be sure we 
understand exactly what they are telling us. 
ft is harder still to know what to do when 
different experts are telling us different 
things. If we insist that they tell us about the 
uncertainty of their judgements, we will be 
clearer about how much they think they 
know and whether they really disagree.

3. Rarely is any problem solved once 
and for all. Problems have a way of 
surfacing. The details may change, but the 
basic problems keep coming back again 
and again. Sometimes we would like to be 
able to use or adopt past analyses to help 
with the problems of the moment. This is 
much easier to do when the uncertainties 
of (he past work have been carefully 
described, because then we can have 
greater confidence that we are using the

earlier work, in an appropriate way. 
The point is that just as one can get into 
serious difficulties without taking the time to 
reflect on the decision criteria that apply t0 
the problem in hand, one can also get into 
serious trouble by failing to think carefully 
about the alternative strategies available 
within the context of such criteria.

3. Ranking Methods

The basic element of exploration is 
assessment of exploration potential. This is 
an undefined term whose basis is obscured 
in tradition but verges on the quasi- 
magical! The ability to make effective 
assessments of potential is commonly 
accorded to explorationists who have 
earned their spurs through some ad hoc 
numbers of years of experience. While 
there is of course some sense in this 
because of growth of wisdom, as well as 
exposure to the very real probabilities of 
economic success which are determined by 
Nature (l in 1000 or more !), such 
assignment becomes less tractable as ore 
search proceeds more and more frequently 
into covered terrain, and a far greater 
dependence on effective use of technology 
develops. A rationale exploration decision 
may become absolutely dependent on the 
judgement of a very young technologist!

Familiar ranking methods involve selection 
of a wide range of criteria based on 
occurrence models for the style of deposit 
which is of interest, allowing scores (usually 
yes/no or l. 0) to bc applied according to 
arbitrary weightings and values placed on 
occurrence or non-occurrence of specified
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criteria (e.g. presence of granite). The 
usual next step is to sum Lhc scores and 
rank proposals or targets on the total.

A variant is to assign zero to the 'don't 
know' score and -l to definitely not 
present. In an epithermal deposit setting for 
example, the criteria might be

Score

Felsic volcanic Host rock
Sinter
Au anomaly
As anomaly
Caldera setting

l

O 

O

The basic flaws in this approach are that 
ranking sums ("scores") are not unique 
(see for example, the score of 3 in the table, 
which can be achieved by a number of 
combinations of 1. O and -I) and, unless 
some arbitrary methbds are applied, each 
criteria is equally weighted.

Since the method assumes that what are, 
essentially, probability values are 
additive, it is mathematically unsound as a 
basis for exploration decisions.

In some cases weightings are applied as a 
means of imposing an apparently greater 
degree of rigour on the prosed. The 
problem here is that it actually has no effect 
on the outcome because, each criterion. RI, 
R2, stiU forms part of the sum. and the 
arbitrary weightings arc only coefficients, a, 
b. c..... e.g.

3R, H- cR, ........ = Rank Sum

In this case ihc coefficients only impact on 
the rattier arbitrary favourable rank sum 
which is used for decision making. They 
sometimes provide a warm feeling that the 
methodology has a scientific basis!

The alternative is to adopt a non- 
quantitative method of analysis which has 
been developed and used successfully as a 
basis for decisions in equally messy 
problem sets. The easiest method available 
is that developed by the 18th century

s

English cleric, Bayes. It initially sits 
uncomfortably with rigorous quantitative 
scientists, like geologists, because it 
requires the careful and very visible 
application of "judgement" and this 
contrasts with the apparent rigour and 
objectivity ascribed in decision making to 
reproducible physical measurements.

4. Bayesian Probability Method

The basic principle of any probabilistic 
model is that the probability of a given 
sequence of events (e.g. fault dilation 
development in a contact aureole, 
concurrence of active structural array 
and reactive host rocks) is the product of 
the probabilities of the individual elements, 
(or criteria) of the model. This is 
illustrated by simply considering the 
probability of consecutive heads in two or 
three tosses of a coin. If certainty of future 
outcome = l or of no probability ^ O, the 
answers arc 0.25 and 0.125 respectively, i.e. 
l in 4 and l in 8, because the probability 
of the occurrence of a head in each event is 
l in 2 or 0.5.
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The common problem in probability 
modelling is the lack of opportunity or 
ability to directly obtain quantitative 
probabilities for the elements of complex, 
often, interactive, systems. The Bayesian 
method does not pretend to overcome this 
insoluble problem, rather it accepts the 
impasse and then gets on with the job by 
first assigning, and then iterating on 
element probabilities.

Remember that the goal is to estimate 
relative probabilities as a basis for 
estimating and managing risk. The goal is 
not to develop a rigorous, quantitative 
probability model. If nothing else. Nature 
aJways carries a number of wild cards which 
suggest that this alone might rate a

may, or may not bc played ! The success 
rate of exploration programs worldwide 
would probability of l in a thousand, or 
0.00!.

5. Applying the Bayesian Method

The first and most critical step is to 
rigorously identify ihd first order elements 
of the occurrence or. deposit model. The 
petroleum industry basic model is shown in 
Figure I. There are no surprises in it other 
than its simplicity. It pays little attention to 
the second or third order details which 
distinguish individual plays, rather it 
focuses on the first order governing 
criteria; source, migration, trap.
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Step 2. based on geologic data, 3D seismic 
or other data sets is to assign 'prior' 
probabilities to each of these elements. 
Once this is done then the certainty by 
which each probability has been assigned is 
scrutinised and modified as the basis of 
resolution of the data, "experience" in 
similar and, other possible, adjacent fields, 
facies or scale variations for the porosity or 
structure respectively, and so on. 
Probability methods require continual 
review of their prior estimates to build 
confidence in subsequent decisions.

There is no valid reason why this approach 
cannot be adopted for minerals exploration 
provided that the model basis is properly 
defined. The approach also allows critical 
path and sensitivity analysis to be applied in 
order to upgrade targets or prospects 
through new data acquisition1 . 
Significantly, the adoption of probability 
thinking has the intrinsic effects of

* Making models explicit.
* Providing a sensible, visible basis 

for decisions on exploration 
potential, which avoids the common 
dominance of personality, hidden 
models. and attitudes from 
impacting on key decisions

* Providing a sensible basis for risk 
analysis, or more importantly 
success probability.

* Avoiding probability traps in 
decisions on ground selection, join!

An interesting jpm-off is thai il emphasises 
thai many research programs focus on 
2nd and 3rd order criteria and cannot therefore 
impact an effective decision making, despite 
common claims to the contrary.

venture opportunities and project 
continuation.

5.1 Making Models Explicit

Exploration in common with any form of 
business activity is heavily dependent on 
models. These are most frequently non- 
explicit and built into the traditions or 
culture of industries ' and the companies

f

within them. Such models are known to 
provide the largest single source of 
resistance to change especially if they are 
not explicit and therefore not 
acknowledged or challengeable. As such 
they are the key problem in seeking to shift 
the paradigms through which we operate at 
the personal and corporate levels, and there 
are several notable examples such as the 
resistance to development of photocopying 
("xeroxing"). Most corporate re- 
engineering commences by trying to 
identify the core models, or paradigms, 
making them explicit, and challenging 
them, with evident success (e.g. Waterman, 
1994').

In exploration itself, growing dependence 
on models over the last quarter century. It 
has however suffered from a number of 
problems, for example

* a common reliance on academic 
researchers to develop models

* failure to recognise that published 
models have been defined for purposes 
which may bc remote from exploration 
itself e.g. land use decisions

Waicnnan. R.. 1994. The Frontiers of 
Excellence, Nicholas Brealcy Publishing. 
London.
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* susccpiibilily lo false or hidden 
assumptions (e.g. the syngenetic model 
for Homestake 3 ).

As a result there has been a common 
development of an avoidance of building 
models for exploration and the term often 
now carries negative connotations. Instead 
there has been the adoption of the so-called 
empirical approach, based in fact on 
empirical models. The problem here is that 
ad hoc selections of criteria are used (e.g. 
the pink rocks with blue spots syndrome!) 
which are often not explicit. Thus while an 
empirical approach to initial reconnaissance 
(prospecting) may be efficient, it leaves no 
basis for subsequent decisions steps say 
after the first, frequently equivocal, drilling 
results.

For this reason Henley and Berger4 
developed a more rigorous 
terminology for models applicable to 
exploration and exposed the 
information procedures which 
underlie development of models. 
This paper is provided in the 
attachment.

The approach used provides the basis for 
development of the explicit models which 
are required for effective development of 
rankings using a probability approach. As 
will be seen in the case studies in the next

Henley. R.W.. Mailhai. S. and Kavanagh. M.. 
1994. Australasian Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy.
Henley. R.W. and Berger. B.R.. 1994. What 
is an Exploration Model Anyway? in 
Kirkham. R.V.. Sinclair W.D.. Thorpc. R.I.. 
and Duke. J.M. (cds). Geological Association 
of Canada Special Paper 40. (in prest)

section, the elements of models arc first 
defined in terms of first order governing 
coupled processes (e.g. heat source, 
substantive fluid flow, active structural 
control, depositional process) which apply 
to area and prospect selection. They are 
subsequently refined through using second 
order criteria - many of which are actually 
those used in the traditional additive 
ranking methods.

The method takes practice because it 
interrogates the information basis for 
subjective assessments of potential in an 
often uncomfortable way!

5.2 Exploration Effectiveness

A related issue regards how we assess
whether exploration by ourselves or our
competitors has been effective. This
assessment is commonly buried beneath a
false criterion which relates to whether an
ore deposit has been found or to 4's per
ounce of gold. These are inappropriate
because firstly they relate actually back to
the initial guess on potential, and secondly
fail to recognise the Nature factor (l in
1000). A more effective way of making this
judgement may be to evaluate whether
there has been any growth of knowledge
which impacts on the evolution of effective
underlying models, or substantiates them so
that a confident well supported decision can
be made on project continuation,
termination or joint venturing. Quite often
the decision to joint venture can be a
recurrently costly cop out when explicit
models arc absent from the decision
process!
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o 6. The Decision Process

The above procedure allows decisions to bc 
made with a focus on risk minimisation or 
preferably, success maximisation. It 
provides a readily reviewed information 
base through which to develop confidence 
in the program and its effectiveness in 
developing targets.

A useful point to note in handling this 
probability method is that the product is 
actually non-commutative. This has been 
recognised in reviewing the outcomes of 
jury trials in criminal cases and was noted 
by Bayes in the 18th Century. Thus the 
order of presentation of the elements (of 
the model) can influence the subsequent 
assignments and therefore the overall 
probability. This is something to watch out 
for !

6.1 What do the numbers mean?

The numbers obtained in this approach are 
themselves meaningless other than in 
relative terms. Thus caution must be taken 
in subconsciously derating prospects whose 
Bayesian probabilities are small fractions. 
As we see below, in a four component 
model, as used in this case study, a 
probability product of .24 relates to a 
prospect for which all four components are 
each assessed to have greater a 707o 
probability. Moreover the Nature factor is 
not included. Some comfort could be 
attained if a multiplier (weighting) is 
applied but this would have no more than 
psychological effect.
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Ontario Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Declaration of Assessment Work 
Performed on Mining Land
Mining Act, Subsection 65(2) and 66(3), R.S.0.1990

Transaction Number (office use)

Assessment Files Research Imaging

insertions 65(2) and 66(3} of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act, this 
sessment work and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this 
em Development and Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario,

52B10SW2009 2.19783 MOSS 900

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holders) (Attach a list if necessary)
2. 1978 3

Name 
Pele Mountain Resources Ltd.
Address 
20 Richmond St East, Toronto, 
Ontario, M5C 2Z4

Name

Address

Client Number 
302937
Telephone Number (41 6) 656-1 367

Fax Number

Client Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check (*0 and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.

|Xj Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs)

Work Type Consulting

1

ff^fflrTOI

OCT - 7 iSS3

~ —— - ——— — —
Dates Work From 20 Oct 1997 To 13 Nov. 1997 

Performed Day l Month | Year Day | Month | Yew-

Global Positioning System Data (rf available) Township/Area Moss

M or G-Pten Number G-676

ng, 
id assays

n Rehabilitation

Office Use
Commodity

Total S Value of ie 
Work Claimed y^~Q^.

NTS Reference

Mining Division Thunder Bay ^^
Resident Geologist L, Q

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Pereon or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Etheridge Henley Williams

Address: 543 GranviHe St Suite 702 Vancouver B.C. V6C 1X8

Name

Address

Name

Address

RECEIVED
/(f'fSa/y ^

OCT 0 7 1999 P"

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT—————— OfftCE — — ———

Telephone Number 
(604)689-4112
Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

4. Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent
l, ,____Mark Hall

(Print
this Declaration of Assessm 
completion and, to the be:

, do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

iving caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
e, the annexed report is true.

Signature of RecordedH Date October 04, 1999

Agent's Address ^
129 Fielding Road, Lively. Ontario

Telephone Number (706) 682- 
9297

Fax Number

0241 (0347)

f)



10/27/99 WED 09:29 FAX 705 682 2144 LAAMANEN CONSTRUCTION
OCT 26 '99 12:25 FR GEOSCIENCE PSSESSMENT 7056705661 TO 96622144

TUB lt;0t PAS 70S W MU^. lAJOHMH

P.02/02 

81007

@]002

2.1978 3
Work le b* iwcortetf, an* daWbdted. Wonc can only b* ttfiignwi 
(MQeining) w Ihe rowing (and whw* ihe*wfc was pertbrmea, at the tirno Vw wofle wao preConwaA

rtit farm-

f5JB"V^

* o
8. fetsBwtions far cuttMg Macx eradn AM
1. Cnrtlu ore ta be cut back itm OK bank flw. fbnamM b/ apCon number 2 Jf o*ewMiy.
FofQHiee use cnjy

OCT 27 '99 09=38 705 682 2144

-f-
P3GE.02

6. Instructions for cutting back credits that are not approved
1. Credits are to be cut back from the bank first, followed by option number 2 if necessary.
For Office use only

Received Stamp

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit 
Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



Ministry ** Northern statement of Costs for Assessment
Development and
Mines

Transactkxi Number (office use)

1978 3
Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 
section 8 of the Mining Act, the information is a pubic record. This information wi be used to review the assessment work and 
correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of 
Northern Development and Mines, 6th Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario P3E 6B5.

Work Type

Consulting (Structural Geology)

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, Sst the number of 
hours/days worked, meters of drilling, kilometers 

of grid line, number of samples etc.

claim units

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization)
Above cost includes transportation and accommodations

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

RECEW'btM
/s- 3 f** #L

Calculation of filing Discounts: ^p j Q y fggg

GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 
1. Work filed w'rthin two years of performance is claimed at tOBMGB the above '

Cost Per Unit

S- 162.11

Total Cost

S 8,592

RECORDED-
npT . - innnUT. i ~

Uses sment Work 

otal value of Assessmen

iujj

W,592

it Work.

2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, K can only be claimed at SOft of the total Value of 
Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation betow;—————————-^——-——^—^—

TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 - Total value of assessment work claimed

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs 
within 45 days of a request for verification and/or corrections/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted._________.—-———

Certification verifying costs: , v

l, _Mark Hall__, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may reasonably be 
determined and the costs were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on 
the accompanying Declaration of Work form as. Aoent// . l am authorized to make this 
certification.



Ministry of Ministers du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 

February 1, 2000 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

PELE MOUNTAIN RESOURCES INC. P3E 6B5 
20 RICHMOND STREET EAST
APT 212 Telephone: (888)415-9845 
TORONTO, ONTARIO Fax: (877)670-1555 
M5C-2R9

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.19783

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9940.00283 Approval After Notice

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact BRUCE GATES by e-mail at 
bruce.gates@ndm.gov.on.ea or by telephone at (705) 670-5856.

Yours sincerely,

Q Si ———
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 14546 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.19783

Date Correspondence Sent: February 01, 2000 Assessor: BRUCE GATES

Transaction 
Number

W9940.00283

Section:
12 Geological G EOL

First Claim 
Number

677468

Township(s) l Area(s) 

MOSS

Status

Approval After Notice

Approval Date

January 27, 2000

The revisions outlined in the Notice dated December 13,1999, have been corrected. Accordingly, assessment work credit has been approved as outlined on 
the Declaration of Assessment Work Form accompanying this submission.

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Mark Hall
LIVELY, ONTARIO, CANADA

PELE MOUNTAIN RESOURCES INC. 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 14546
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9. LATE FELSIC TO MAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS
9a syenite
9b| mafic syenite ^m^^':-

, r : : X&-J*, **C.--i .'Ufcicj hornblende porphyritic rocks
feldspar porphyritic rocks 

9a lamprophyre

i -1196239
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS8. INTERMEDIATE TO FELSIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS

8a tonalite
8b! granodiorite
8cl granite

Symbols

Trench 

snear

Quartz Vein

Small bedrock outcrop

Outcrop exposure

Geologic Boundary (defined, assumed)

Pillow Lava (tops known)

Foliation (dip unknown, inclined, vertical)

Fold axis (with plunge)

DDH, (new/old)

Mina Shaft

Claim Post(s)

Access Road

Pond

Bog/Swamp

— T^^X8* ^,!\
^V, j *;v^i'

....altered 
. . . amygdaloidal 

, banded iron formation 
. . . . chlorite

7Q*"-1* r--^S ^^2iV- ; *
* j* i.. —^ f

5. MAFIC TO ULTRAMAFIC INTRUSIVE ROCKS
5[i gabbro

dior .............diorite
fei ...........felsic
feldl. ...........feldspar
fp, ..........feldspar porphyry
FT ..........felsic tuff
fv ............felsic volcanic
gb.gab............ gabbro
hnW ............hornblende
int... ............intermediate
LT.. ........... ..lapilli tuff
maf. .............mafic
m-c. qr. . . . . . . . . medium to coarse grained
mf.. ....... ..mafic flow
mp., .........mafic porphyry
mt.. ........ ...mafic tuff
mv. ........mafic volcanic
my ;myl......... mylonite
plag. .........plagioclase
porph........... porphyry
qv... ....... ..quartz vein
sch. ........schist
ser. .......sericite
shr. ........shear
silic. ........silicified
sy... ........syenite
tb... . ........ tuff breccia

3. CHEMICAL METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
chert-magnetite-banded iron formation 
chert 
brecciated ironstone PELE MOUNTAIN RESOURCES INC.

2. INTERMEDfATE TO FELSIC METAVOLCANIC ROCKS
massive flow 
tuff

MOSS LAKE 
PROJECT RECEIVED

OCT -7 1939
WAWA 

PROJECT GEOLOGY
Moss Lake Property GEOSCIENCE ASSESSMENT 

OFFICE1. INTERMEDIATE TO MAFIC METAVOLCANICS
fine to medium grained massive flows

Tj pillowed flows
tuff breccia, fragmental
chlorite schist 

fj hornblende porphyroblastic flow
amphibolite

fgj amygdaloidal and vesicular flows 
1j| medium to coarse grained flows

tuff, lapilli tuff

MOSS TOWNSHIP

CompflecTBy:
SONIC SOIL SAMPLING INCSCALE 1:4000DATE: December 1997

52B10SW2009 2.19783 MOSS 210


